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This research aims are (1) to explain the type of directives utterance, and (2) 
to explain the reasons of participant background influence expressing directive 
utterance used on World War Z movie. The type of this study is descriptive 
qualitative.  
The type of this study is the descriptive qualitative research. The object of 
the study is both data are utterances found in World War Z movie. The methods of 
collecting data are observation and documentation. The data are analyzed by 
Kriedler’s theory of speect act (1998).  
The result of this research shows that: (1) 50 data of types of directives 
utterance are: request (7 data or 14 %), command (14 data or 28%), suggestion (9 
data or 18%), prohibition (11 data 22%) and warn (9 data or 18%). (2) The 
reasons of participant influence to uses directive utterance are : (9 data or 24, 
33%) of the speaker has degree of control, the speaker has lower degree of control 
(5 data or 13, 51%) ,  the speaker has degree  of social status (14 data or 37, 83%) 
and the background knowledge ( 9 data or 24, 33%). The most type of directive 
used in the movie is command. 
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